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Project Background
Volume 2 Process outcomes

1

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM

2

UNDERSTANDING THE HISTORY

3

ACKNOWLEDGING THE SOLUTION

A number of key events throughout history have in uenced our lens towards cities and
the negative connotations that are associated with their complex forms, structures and
narratives.

The expansion of prospective home owners outwards from all major Australian Capital
cities has caused extensive urban sprawl (Fuller & Crawford, 2011, p. 165). This type of
housing requires private vehicle transport to acquire products and services adding to
global green house emissions.

Urban Planners and landscape architects around Australia are busy creating new forms
of housing products that seek to consolidate and amalgamate land uses in order to reduce travel times, improve accessibility to products and services and encourage the
use of more active transport means.

Volume 3 Intial Direction
A cultural shift is needed to re-imagine living in density and
how this can be achieved is the core of this project. How can
our urban environments be re-imagine and re-discovered to
support living in density as a more viable housing alterntative.

CHANGING THE
NARRATIVE

Theoretical Drivers
Third Place Theoretical Drivers
The design of our urban city structures affects the way in which our residents and tourists
engage and connect with each other (Zari, 2019). Additionally, it creates a structure of how
we engage with our natural systems and the roles and relationships we associate with
those systems (Totaforti, 2020). For change to occur, a shift in perspectives and attitudes is
required “for reconfiguring the relationship between the urban environment and the natural
environment” (Totaforti, 2020). This shift in perspective aims to address the short comings
identified in the existing structure of our urban environments in order to support human
well-being and celebrate positive interactions with non-human systems (Knight & Riggs,
2010).
Brisbane city can be viewed and understood on a diversity of levels, dependent on the lens
which one views it. A biophillic urbanism lens would reveal the city as a network of complex
social, economic and environmental systems which “acknowledges the undeniable and interdependent relationship between nature and society”(Dessie, 2018).
But how do we reposition our urban environments to expose this lens to an audience of residents and visitors who often do not realise this perspective exists? First place, second place
and third place, are three types of ecological connective theories that are shaping how human and non human systems connect (Zamiri & Zamiri, 2016). First place relates to our

primary home of residence, second place is the location of our primary employment, while
third place is often viewed as somewhere that falls in between first and second places,
ironically. Third place is a subjective and interpersonal paradigm in which a person places a
significant emotionally connection and social attachment to said place.
Although the form of third place is highly disputed, research provides a structure as to how
these spaces are formulated. Research shows that the desired outcome for third places are
to provide a “refuge other than the home or workplace where people can regularly visit and
commune with friends, neighbors, coworkers, and even strangers”, or a place “visited by regulars, and is a place to meet old friends and make new ones” (Mehta & Bosson, 2010). Generally speaking, third place is associatd with places of private owned structure, being bars,
resturants and cafes, however there is a growing group of voices that are calling for more
equitable spaces so as to provide for the inter community benefits of social engagement
(Zamiri & Zamiri, 2016) & (Lin, Pang, & Luyt, 2015). Places that have a strong desire to support successful third places benefitted the society in a number of ways “at large through
its role in the political processes of a community, cultivation of community affiliation and
association, performing as an agency of social control and force for good in community life,
providing a fun and relaxing place for people to escape from routine, as well as acting as
outposts or ‘natural surveillance’ in the public domain” (Oldenburg, 1999) & (Lin, Pang, &

Luyt, 2015). The formula for creating third place is subject to societal values specific to the
region, however Oldenburg (1999), suggests eight key principles that support the success
of these spaces “a neutral ground, acting as a leveller, having conversation as the main activity, being accessible and accommodating, having regular participants, having a low profile, encouraging a playful mood, as well as being seen as a home away from home”. Further
to this, Mehta & Bosson (2010) suggest a number of physical oppuruntities to enhance the
quality of the space, namely:
• Peronsalisation- “Personalization is the act of modifying the physical environment
and an expression of claiming territory, of caring for and nurturing the claimed territory”,
• Permeability-“ Providing the ability to be able to access all of the space, in a manner
that is comfortable”
• Seating - “ Sitting space has been identified as one of the most important characteristics in retaining people in public spaces and possibly supporting social behavior.
• Shelter- “Research on the effects of environmental factors on human behavior shows
that comfortable microclimatic conditions, including temperature, sunlight, and shade
are important in supporting outdoor activities”

Analysing Third Place
Third Place in the City
Third pace is not defined as a specific place. It is a condition
of our societal practices, our local environmental conditions
and the economic position reflected in the places where we
live. As discussed in the literature review earlier in this report, third place can be a wide range of places, but are all
places which we realize an emotional attachment and internal connection with.
How we engage with these places and the benefits we attribute from them range from person to person. The findings
from the literature review show that generally
Third places represent the deviations in our everyday life,
the in between moments of work and home life that offer
an opportunity to reflect, reset and reconnect.
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Analysing Third Place
Streetscape in the City
The city structure of our streets has for the greater part
of the past century been dominated and prioritized for private traffic to allow for the flow of goods and services at
the most efficient and cost effective manner. This mindset
has not only marginalized other forms of transport, but has
physically reduced their available area of movement. The
resultant outcome shows vast city pedestrian pathways reduced to 3 metres wide, with a single seat that is used for
respite.
The desolate urban conditions of these areas, significantly
reduces the ability of people to connect in the street, simply
because there is no human or non human stimulus to engage with. The lack of connective tissue therefore removes
the desire to stay in these spaces, and reduces the ability of
these areas to become third places entirely.

12m

Analysing Third Place
Urban Greening in the City
To support the increasing population, hard infrastructure is
required to ensure our communities are connected and serviced. Urban greening is often the last essential outcome to
be dealt with, as it does not provide quantifiable outcomes,
or so an outdated thought process would have you believe.
Current urban greening is confined to particular positions
within the urban form, that are setback from services lines,
cannot touch buildings, cannot produce too much leaf litter,
must be a particular species; which all leads to the confinement of urban greening and negatively positions how we
think about the role of urban greening.
The outcomes of the earlier literature review disprove this
statement, showing the vast benefits of rethinking the benefits of urban greening for our residents, tourists and city
workers.
Urban greening offers opportunity for unique community

engagement and community connectivity to land by allow
a diverse range of stimulus which residents, tourist and city
workers can engage with.
By increasing these opportunities within the city frame work,
we are reclassify how the structure of our cities should function and redefining how we interact in our urban places.
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Guiding Research

3

Streetscape Conditions
Title

10

4

Low occurence of Street Trees

8

13

(Google Earth, 2020)

Flindersia australis

Libidibia ferrea

6

(Google Earth, 2020)

(Google Earth, 2020)
(Google Earth, 2020)

Harpullia pendula

Threats
Underground services prohibit of limit
the position of street tree locations.

9

High occurence of Street Trees

Agathus robusta

Oppurtunities
Identifying areas to increase tree canopy cover will strengthen the visually
connectivity, increase urban biodiversity and further enhance city identity.

Street tree location
-> 650+

Prominent Brisbane CBD Street Tree Species

Strengths .
Strong existing street tree locations
provide for urban shading and asethetic identity.
Weaknesses
Gaps between existing tree canopy
network are common. Exposure to the
elements is exasperated as a result of
this gap.

Biotic Systems

7

2

5

The diagram aims to unpack the
spatial locations of current street
tree locations within the Brisbane CBD. Analysis shows that a
high proportion of streets show
low occurence of street trees,
reducing inner city biodiversity
levels, reduced amenity, reduced
ability to connect with nature and
increase heat exposure. Albert
Street showed the highest occurence of street trees.

1

12

13
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Guiding Research

11

Key Site Analysis Outcomes

3

Title
Strengths .
High diversity of social interaction hubs,
high quantity of informal social ,(bars,
resturants) interactions (shopping).
Weaknesses
Increased noise pollution to residents
living within the area.
Oppurtunities
Co-locaiton of open spaces and social
hubs could recreate a rich interplay between private and public spaces.
Threats
Increase risk of anti social behaviour
(alcoholic, drug, violence).

9

Brisbane City provides a highly connected spatial arrangement
of products and services that enable comfortable inner city living. The spatial locality of key local and international businesses
in the central portion of the CBD provides high employment activity. A highly connected open space network is accessible and
allows places of third place, acting as a place between home and
work. The value of connecting open spaces with dining, shopping
and entertainment precints enhances the capacity of the city to
cater for larger events that can spill out onto these areas of open
space. The diagram shows that the city pertains a highly walkable nature with respects to open space accessibility and distances between social hubs and the open space network.
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2
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7
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6
1
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Business and ShoppingPrecinct
Dining and entertainment
precint
Major Entertainment Venue
Major Open Space
400m walking distance
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Guiding Research
Key Site Analysis Outcomes
Title
Strengths .
The site provides a high portion of private vehicle secure parking, providing
a 400m walking distance across the
whole site.
Weaknesses
Brisbane’s street network is hindered
by single direction road, that limits accessibility and confusion to first time
visitors utilising private vehicle.
Oppurtunities
Removal of onstreet parking could be
a viable method to increase walkability
given the supply of paid private vehicle
parking.

To understand the inner workings of the Brisbane CBD, an diagram was created to show the major movement patterns of private and public transport routes, which is invariable affected by
single direction streets that allow increased flows of traffic. This
framework allows hinders the ease of accesibility of the CBD by
private vehicle. The diagram shows private vehicle parking locations, as well as a 400m walking distance from each of the locations. It was found that the city has a highly connective parking
structure, showing promise that if a street was to remove some
of its on street car parking, there would be adequate oppurtunities for parking within walking distance.
Threats
Blockages of any street can cause serious
delay times and applies pressure to local
authorities to manage street while closed.

Pedestrian only
North-East Direction only
South-West Direction only
East to West Connection
North-East Direction only
South-East Direction only
Paid Parking facility
400m walking distance
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
1:2500 @ A1
1:5000 @ A3
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50
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(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Research Summary
Project Drivers
Third Place Design

Streetscape Design

Existing surrounding uses

A review of the literature in contrast with the current struc-

Mary Street is identified in a number of strategic policy doc-

The site is situated in amongst key entertainment and din-

ture of Brisbane’s streetscapes provides some direction

uments produced by the Brisbane City Council, aiming to

ing precincts, being Albert Street and Edward Street run-

into how third place can be rethought and how it can be ap-

support the Albert Street Cross River Rail Project. Through

ning North-West to South-East. Given the success of pedes-

plied to the central business district. The essential condi-

the city site analysis, Mary Street was found to provide a

trian activity along these streets, there is an opportunity to

tion for third place design is the ability to create emotional

poor streetscape condition, disconnected existing tree can-

leverage off the surrounding activity and create a diversity

attachment to the place. Given the subjectivity of creating

opy network and lack of pedestrian priority. A key opportu-

of public and private conditions that aims to deepen the en-

this condition, there is an opportunity to employ the ideol-

nity presents, in the way of rectifying the discussed issues

tertainment opportunities with the CBD.

ogy of biophilia to create a physiological connection with-

with the key urban design link.

in the city. To enable this to occur, there will need to be a
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re-prioritising of the current streetscape morphology to
allow for an increase in city vegetation, or urban greening.

Major City Shaping Projects
Two major city shaping developments are currently underway, that aim to reshape the way Brisbane is viewed by international and domestic markets. Currently there is only one successful
pedestrian corridor that offers a healthy pedestrian priority environment, being Queens Street Mall. The structure of the mall offers a diversity of uses that mainly pertain the private uses, including bars, resturants and retail outlets. There is a clear need to realise and plan a piece of connective cultural tissue to connect Queens Wharf Development and City Reach Development
(Wharf Street). Additionally, by creating a landscape environment that provides pedestrian priority street with public and private uses, the design instils variety and choice for pedestrians
within the heart of the CBD.
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
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Project Locality
Mary Street
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Design Intervention
Mary Street Vision Masterplan
The Mary Street Masterplan aims to act as a piece of connective tissue for three major projects within Brisbane’s inner city (Queens Wharf Development, City Reach- Wharf Street redevelopment and Southbank redevelopment). The design reimagines Mary Street as the cities third place, being the in-between zone of city and open
space, guided by the biophillic urbanism overtones. The design’s intention is to showcase the benefits of integrating ecological practices into the urban environment thereby increasing the ability of residents, visitors and city workers to engage with ecological process which in urban contexts are general marginalized and forgotten about.

Objectives
-Creates a set of place connected instillations that increases landscape engagement.

Objective Diagrams
Creates a set of place connected
instillations that increases landscape
engagement.
Landscape
type 2

stimulus

Landscape
type 1

stimulus

Increases innercity connectivity and liveability.

Lanscape stimulus

Ecological processes

City block

Landscape stimulus type 3

-Increases innercity conenctivity and liveability.
-Redefines urban social connection through ecological pratice.

Redefines urban social connection
through ecological pratice.

Social
practices
City block
Connected
network

pathway

Design Intervention
Vision Concept Imagery

(Collage Author: McDermott, 2020)

Actions
1. Create opportunities for informal meetings

Short-term
Landscape Engagement

2. Create places of seclusion for small groups
3. Provide a shaded environment to allow for lengthier
staying times.

Medium-term
Landscape Engagement

4. Create areas that are adjustable to a diversity of events
and roles.
Extended
Landscape Engagement

Edward and Mary Street Plaza

Urban-environmental walkway

Secluded individual seating

Mary Street wifi connectivity

George and Mary Street Plaza

Interactive lighting display

Interactive fitness course

Group sheltered seating areas

Local fauna nature pockets

Albert and Mary Street Plaza

Local artist furniture installations

Interactive installation art platforms

Local performing stages

Landscape Programming

Informal lunch seating spaces

Creates a set of place connected instillations that increases
landscape engagement.

Social coffee seating areas

Objective 1

Outdoor office pods

Design Intervention

Design Intervention
Objective 1 Vision Imagery

(Collage Author: McDermott, 2020)

Actions
1. Create a diversity of paths that suit a diversity of moment
patterns.
2. Reduce traffic speeds and overall traffic volumes to allow
pedestrian to reclaim the space
3. Provide accessibility to local business and commuters
through onstreet parking.
4. Reclassify pedestrians as the high priority commuters
within the space.

Pedestrian
changes

Environment

Cyclist
changes

Environment

Private Transport Environment changes

Increased private bicycle secure parking
areas

Dedicated street parking for local
businesses

Dedicated Albert Street Cross River
Rail drop-off parking

street
Edward
George Street
connection

Traffic priority in favour of

Introduced shared pathway

Reduced onstreet parking

Landscape Programming

Increased active transport safety

Increases innercity connectivity and liveability.

Increased cycle path area

Objective 2

Introduced Mary Strreet walking trail

Design Intervention

Design Intervention
Objective 2 Vision Imagery

(Collage Author: McDermott, 2020)

Actions

Social Connectivity

1. Provide for a diversity of user engagement opportunities
within the space
2. Integrate urbanized forms and processes to support
ecological benefical practices
3. Integrate technology to celebrate and enhance
environmental understanding and abilities to engage with
landscape.
4. Understand and work with onsite landscape topography
to enhance and buffer urbanized typologies.

Social-Environmental Connectivity

Environmental Connectivity

Permeable surface treatment to allow
seepage of surface water drainage.

Urban WSUD surface water collection,
to support urban forest watering.

Densification of urban vegetation to
create temperature controlled pedestrian ground plane.

Interactive lighting display representing pre-colonnial vegetation groups

Self sustainaing native growth gardens
to support urban fauna

Immersive outdoor workshop spaces

Landscape Programming

Urban soil composition workshops

Redefines urban social connection through ecological pratice.

Urban composting farm

Objective 3

Urban forest photography trail

Design Intervention

Design Intervention

Albert St and Edward St
Landscape renewal zone

Objective 3 Vision Imagery

(Collage Author: McDermott, 2020)

Locally significant landscape landmark development
Albert St and Edward St
Landscape renewal zone

The concept for the Mary Street Masterplan primarily focuses on connecting the Queens Wharf
Development, City Reach- Wharf Street redevelopment and Southbank redevelopment. Similarly,
the intersection of the Albert Street Renewal Strategy further strengthens the intention and
ability of Mary Street to function as a city significant collector node. The concept further seeks
to leverage of the positioning of the Albert Street Cross River Rail Station as the centre and heart
of the design.
The concept design sought to create a connected set of installations that provide residents,
tourists and city workers with a legible, but engaging set of routes that connect with the above
mentioned major city improvement projects.

Bio-urban
node

engagement

Margaret st

George St and Albert
Street Landscape renewal
zone

Edward St

Concept Phase

George St

Design Intervention

Charlotte st

Albert Street Green Link

Alice st

1:2,000

N

(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Design Intervention
unique connections which aim to restructure how urban areas are designed. The
integration of a network of interconnected pathways provides users the ability to
passively or intentionally engage with the landscape stimulus that occurs within
the site. The sites context and the lack of interconnection between these spaces
was one of the key drivers to the design.

1 13

5
2

13

A large overhead timber structure, ‘The Link’, provides a strong of direction to
guide users between two city significant precincts, Queens Wharf Development
and City Reach- Wharf street entertainment precinct. The Link provides
opportunity for casual meetings, informal events and a landscape treatment
that can accommodate a host of urbanised outdoor events and programming.
The sites design aims to reprioritise active transport by significant increasing
active transport only zones. Mary Street has been transformed into a single way
shared street running from George Street east to Edward Street. The inclusion
of onstreet loading zones, as well as drop off zones for the Albert Street Cross
River Rail station will allow local businesses to function as required.

18

21

11
20

21

28
29
17
10

13

1

14
28

29

26

Programming:
1
Outdoor office pods
2
Social seating areas
3
Local performing stages
4
Interactive installation art platforms
5
Local artist furniture installations
6
Albert and Mary Street Plaza
7
Local fauna nature pockets

5
2

28 27
13

8

25 23

8
Group sheltered seating areas
9
Interactive fitness course
10 Interactive lighting display
11 George and Mary Street Plaza
12 Mary Street wifi connectivity
13 Secluded individual seating
14 ‘The Link’ Urban-environmental
walkway

16

7
25

19

28 27

13

5
2

3

17

20
7 22

1

14

20

28

9

5
2

21

4

16

8

3

21
4

10

1

17

19
6
8

16

9

13

businesses
21 Increased private bicycle secure
parking areas
22 Urban composting farm
23 Urban soil composition workshop
space
24 Immersive outdoor workshop space
25 Self sustainaing native growth gar-

5
2

1
17

20

29
7

2

20

25

26

15 Edward and Mary Street Plaza
16 Mary Strreet walking trails
17 Introduced shared pathway
18 George Street - Edward street connection
19 Dedicated Albert Street Cross River
Rail drop-off parking
20 Dedicated street parking for local

5
2

8

7

13

14

20
15

27

27

16

13

4

8

25

Edward St

The Mary Street Masterplan works at variety of landscape scales to create a set of

Albert St

Design Statement

George St

Mary Street Vision Masterplan

7

13

3

25

dens to sup-port urban fauna
26 Interactive lighting display representing pre-colonnial vegetation
groups
27 Densification of urban vegetation to create tem-perature controlled pedestrian ground plane.
28 Urban WSUD surface water

1:750

collection, to sup-port urban
forest watering.
29 Permeable surface
treatment to allow seepage of
surface water drainage.

N

(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Design Intervention

Outdoor Events

The design aims to create a well
connected landscape that provides
access to both private vehicles, but

Programming

prioritises active transport modes.
The inclusion of a link road provides
access to goods and services vehicles
for deliveries during normal hours, but
allows for informal gathering to occur
by simply closing the loop road off. The
ability to close a portion of the street
for such events enables pedestrian
ownership to occur, but does not
significantly hinder the ability of local

City Growing
Tactile connection with the landscape
is important to facilitate a sense
of ownership with the landscape.
The design provides a diversity of
open planting zones to allow the
community to come to together and
learn and practice healthy ecological

Key plan

methods around building strong soil
composition, designing open spaces
for gene succession and trialling urban
planting methods.

1:500

N

(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

business to function.

Design Intervention
Programming

Key plan

1:500

N

(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Iconic Landscape
Given
the
spatial
proximity to a host of icon
city developments, the
Mary and Albert Street
plaza is at the centre
of the sites connective
link. The incorporation
of the oversized form of
the ‘Link’ showcases the
fusion of human and non
human species to create
a nexus of bio-urban
development. The forms
used aims to create an
icon landmark plaza that
creates dabbled shading
and moments of tranquil
sun light that humanises
the scale of the site. The
integration of icon canopy
species induces humans
physiological desire for
cover, while providing icon
architecture that enables
quick identification.

Design Intervention

Outdoor workspaces

The ‘Link’ structure is not only an
aesthetic icon for Mary Street, but
also serves as a legibility guide that

Programming

channels people from Queens Wharf
Development through to the City Reach
region of Brisbane. The inclusion of
outdoor work spaces set into the ‘Link’
diversifies and encourages people to
stay in the space for longer periods
of time, providing opportunities for
passive engagement with others, as
well as greater connection with the
local planting species integrated into

Diverse Outdoor Seating
The pre-existing conditions of Mary
Street, alike the majority of streets
with the Brisbane CBD, lack the ability
to host people or vegetation. The
Mary Street masterplan incorporates
a diversity of covered and uncovered
seating options that allow workers,

Key plan

residents and tourists opportunities
to sit and connect with the landscape.
Seating is integrated throughout the
entirety of the ‘Link’ structure, acting
as a beacon for respite, reconnection

1:500
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(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

and processing.

the design.

Design Intervention
Typical Street Sectional Elevation

1:500
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2m-5m

(Diagram: McDermott, 2020)
(Aerial image Author: Queensland Globe, 2020)

Building Facade
Offset

3m

Shared Corridor

Minimum 10m

Landscape Treatment

2m-5m

Building Facade
Offset

Design Intervention

Design actions
1.Create opportunities for informal meetings

Design Outcome Alignment
Theoritical Drivers

Design Programming

2.Create places of seclusion for small groups

Design objectives

3.Provide a shaded environment to allow for lengthier staying times.

Diverse Outdoor Seating
Outdoor workspaces

4.Create areas that are adjustable to a diversity of events and roles.

Peronsalisation- “Personalization is the act of modifying the physical
environment and an expression of claiming territory, of caring for and
nurturing the claimed territory”,
Permeability-“ Providing the ability to be able to access all of the space,
in a manner that is comfortable”

Seating - “ Sitting space has been identified as one of the most important
characteristics in retaining people in public spaces and possibly supporting
social behavior.
Shelter- “Research on the effects of environmental factors on human
behavior shows that comfortable microclimatic conditions, including
temperature, sunlight, and shade are important in supporting outdoor

1. Create a diversity of paths that suit a diversity of moment patterns.

Creates a set of place connected
instillations that increases landscape
engagement.

2. Reduce traffic speeds and overall traffic volumes to allow pedestrian to

Shared pedestrian - vehicle corridor

reclaim the space
3. Provide accessibility to local business and commuters through onstreet
parking.
4. Reclassify pedestrians as the high priority commuters within the space.

Shared pedestrian - vehicle street
parking

Increases innercity connectivity and liveability.
1.Provide for a diversity of user engagement opportunities within the space
2.Integrate urbanized forms and processes to support ecological benefical

Redefines urban social connection
through ecological pratice.

practices
3.Integrate technology to celebrate and enhance environmental understanding and abilities to engage with landscape.
4.Understand and work with onsite landscape topography to enhance and
buffer urbanized typologies.

Highly programmable landscape
treatment
City Growing
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